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Stephen Trochimchuk is a Customer & Technical 
Training Manager at Autodesk, Inc., in the PDMS 
division. Stephen is responsible for developing 
and delivering the Upchain PLM/PDM curriculum, 
live webinars, and learning assets leveraged by 
customers every day. 

With 10+ years of experience as an educator and 
customer training leader, Stephen is dedicated to 
creating PLM/PDM learning experiences that are 
accessible and engaging for all. Stephen 
collaborates closely with internal and external 
stakeholders as well as customers to identify new 
opportunities to enhance training outcomes and 
drive adoption of Upchain across the value chain.  



Learning objectives

This session is an introduction to Upchain PDM and PLM, with a focus on how 
Upchain enables a connected value chain. 

✓ Understand how a decentralized product stakeholder network poses challenges to 
collaboration

✓ Discover how Upchain helps separate, siloed systems

✓ Discover how a unified, user-centric PLM solution helps to reduce complexity

✓ Discover how Upchain supports rapid implementation and onboarding to drive adoption 
across the value chain
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PLM solutions have not kept pace
Many PLM solutions have been architected for 
large, highly integrated organizations

▪ High level of customization

▪ High complexity

▪ Built for engineers, by engineers

▪ Closed systems, deep integration with specific 
set of (mostly engineering) tools

▪ Optimally suited for a homogenous value chain 
Customer

Supplier

Homogenous value chain



PLM solutions have not kept pace
Most companies today are part of an increasingly 
decentralized & dynamic value chains

▪ 40%-70% procured in components, submodules, 
systems

▪ Multi-discipline: mechanical, electrical, software

▪ Broad product stakeholder network in/out 
company

▪ Heterogeneous data sources: CAD, CAE, PLM, ERP

▪ Peer to peer collaboration: email, chat, phone, 
web conference

Flexibility & agility is key to product innovation

The PLM solution that supports product 
innovation must also be flexible and agile

Heterogenous value chain



PLM and underwhelming ROI

Prolonged, costly deployment

▪ Less flexible solutions require a disruptive ‘rip and replace’ approach

▪ High customization, over-engineered for every corner case instead of adding value

▪ High level of specialized knowledge and training

Common causes
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PLM and underwhelming ROI

Prolonged, costly deployment

▪ Less flexible solutions require a disruptive ‘rip and replace’ approach

▪ High customization, over-engineered for every corner case instead of adding value

▪ High level of specialized knowledge and training

Difficult to collaborate with external teams, 3rd parties, suppliers

▪ Lack of multi-CAD support create barriers between engineering teams

▪ Challenges with sharing up-to-date data with external stakeholders

Poor user adoption

▪ Unintuitive interfaces, disconnected user flows – PLM tools feel alien and external 

▪ Workarounds undermine product record keeping and enterprise governance

Common causes



Autodesk Cloud PDM-PLM Platform
powered by Upchain
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Introduction



Democratizing data



Upchain: Democratizing data

Reduce barriers to entry 

▪ Minimal technological infrastructure costs

▪ Instant-on PLM accessible anywhere, at any time, with an internet connection

Product data must be available to those who need it, in the way they need it. 
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Upchain: Democratizing data

Reduce barriers to entry 

▪ Minimal technological infrastructure costs

▪ Instant-on PLM accessible anywhere, at any time, with an internet connection

Enable multi-disciplinary, cross-organizational collaboration 

▪ CAD agnostic file management with integrated BOM

▪ Automated CAD and drawing translations

▪ Browser-based 3D model visualization, markup and communication tools

▪ Workflows automate and streamline processes 

Facilitate rapid adoption 

▪ Easy to use, easy to learn

Product data must be available to those who need it, in the way they need it. 



Upchain: Connecting the value chain
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Upchain: Democratizing data

User experience Organizational 
& role-based 
enablement

A holistic goal supported along two axes

Democratization 
of data



Upchain: Democratizing data

User-centric 
PDM & PLM

Connect-the-
Chain program

A holistic goal supported along two axes

Democratization 
of data



User-centric 
PDM and PLM



Integration with the 
engineering and productivity 

applications stakeholders 
know and love 

Modern, intuitive user 
experience that enables end 

user efficiency & drives 
collaboration

Automated task 
management & notification 

of data change keep 
everyone in sync

Upchain: User-centric PDM and PLM
As complex as necessary, as simple as possible 



Modern user interface



Modern user interface



Streamlining task and file management
Why should it be difficult to create, find, and reuse product data?

“Day in the life” use case: New product design based on standard, released data

CAD power user opens the Upchain CAD Plugin, and receives an assignment

The assignment is for a new project which requires a new design based on a standard, 
released design

The assignment requires that the standard design be cloned as a new design so that 
the rest of the project team can begin working with it.



Streamlining task and file management
Why should it be difficult to create, find, and reuse product data?



Enterprise PLM enabled in Office

Project leads and downstream stakeholders perform routine tasks facilitated 
by Upchain tools embedded in everyday productivity applications. 



Enterprise PLM enabled in Office
Why should it be difficult to find and consume up-to-date product information?

“Day in the life” use case: Project Manager prepares a project report 

A Project Manager working on a PowerPoint project report managed in Upchain.

Project is tasked with adding the following data to the presentation:

(1) an updated image of the assembly model

(2) technical drawing

(3) basic bill of materials

Finally, the Project Lead checks in the updated presentation to Upchain.



Enterprise PLM enabled in Office
Why should it be difficult to find and consume up-to-date product information?



Onboarding and 
Training



Connect-the-Chain program

Align

Work in tandem with your 
account rep to define and 

complete technical 
requirements and 

success plan.

Configure

Set up your Upchain 
environment to map 

to your business rules 
and processes.

Migrate

Import and work with 
your own CAD and 

BOM data.

Support

Access resources for 
expert assistance.

Train

Learn how to collaborate in 
real time across a variety of 
user roles and disciplines.

Reduce implementation 
time and risk

Drive positive user adoption 
- users are trained in the 

systems they know

Faster ROI - teams can start 
using Upchain immediately, 

“out of the box”

Predictable and 
repeatable results

Benefits



PLM user experience and enablement

Traditional PLM Upchain

User experience

• Unintuitive UI

• Complexity

• Designed for engineers

• Intuitive UI

• Simplicity

• Designed for the extended 
enterprise

Enablement

• High learning curve

• Costly, time-intensive training

• Tribal knowledge

• ‘Serve the system’ training

• Minimal learning curve

• Scalable training

• Shared knowledge

• Role-based enablement



Connect-the-Chain training

Role-specific learning 

Unique learning paths tailored for key product stakeholder roles, 
including CAD power users, engineers, project managers and team leads, 
Upchain administrators, and procurement specialists. 

Self-paced, on-demand online learning 

Learn at your own pace with interactive, video-based courses. Bite-sized 
learning experiences focus on performing everyday routine tasks – learn 
what you need, when you need.

Regularly recurring, live instructional webinars

Engage with Upchain experts via live, regularly scheduled virtual 
webinars. Instructors provide demonstrations of common use cases and 
best practices, and respond to trainee questions in a live forum.

Role-based product stakeholder enablement



Concluding remarks



Conclusion

Today’s decentralized product stakeholder network requires an agile and flexible PDM 
and PLM solution.

A connected value chain depends on a democratization of data.

Upchain’s user-centric product design promotes seamless integration between people, 
data and processes. 

Connect-the-Chain program supports rapid deployment and adoption across the value 
chain.
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